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Introduction. In our work in surface area theory we had occasion to use

Haar measure in the space of oriented lines in Euclidean 3-space (see [l];

numbers in square brackets refer to the Bibliography at the end of this paper).

We assumed at that time, as a matter of course, that the uniqueness of Haar

measure for this classical situation in Integral Geometry should follow di-

rectly from the general results on Haar measure. However, we became aware

later on (see [2]) of certain peculiar features of this special situation which

seem to preclude the use of any of the general uniqueness theorems known to

us. The purpose of this paper is to prove a uniqueness theorem for Haar

measure which covers not only the special case referred to above but also

various other cases occurring in Integral Geometry. We shall formulate

presently our Uniqueness Theorem.

Let X be a separable metric space. For xCX, 0<r<&> we denote by

c(x, r) the set of those points yCX whose distance from x does not exceed

r (the closed sphere with center x and radius r). Let there be given in JV a

family £> = {h} of homeomorphisms hot X onto itself, such that the following

condition is satisfied: if Xi, x2 are any two points in X, then there exist finite

positive constants /, 7, p, as well as an hC& (where /, 7, p, h depend upon

upon xlt x2) such that h(xjj =x2 and

(1) c(x2, Ir) C h[c(xh r)] C c(x2, Lr) for 0 < r < p.

Note that this condition is weaker than the requirement that distance in X

should be invariant under the homeomorphisms AG$. Actually, we were

compelled to operate with the weaker condition (1) by the fact that in the

special situation referred to above no invariant distance is available.

By a Haar measure in X (relative to §) we mean a measure p on the fam-

ily of the Borel subsets of X such that /j.[h(B)]=ij.(B) for every Borel set

BCX and for every hC&- A Haar measure p is nontrivial if there exists a

bounded open set 0 such that 0<p(G) < °o.

In the special situation referred to above, no invariant distance is avail-

able, as we already noted. On the other hand, there is available a nontrivial

Haar measure u which satisfies an additional strong requirement. Due to this

fact, the special situation is covered by a general theorem which we now shall

formulate.
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Uniqueness Theorem. Let ux, m be nontrivial Haar measures in the

separable metric space X, relative to a family £> = {h} of homeomorphisms h of

X onto itself satisfying the condition (1) stated above. Assume that for every

bounded set EEX there exist finite positive constants k(E), K(E) such that

(2) Pi[c(x, 5r)] < K(E)pi[c(x, r)] for x E E, 0 <r < k(E).

Then there exists a finite positive constant y such that pi(F) =yp2(F) for every

Borel set BEX.

The proof is given in §4, while in §5 and §6 we discuss, in the way of il-

lustration, the application to the space of oriented lines in Euclidean 3-space.

In making the proof of the Uniqueness Theorem, it is convenient to extend

first the measures p to Borel-regular Caratheodory outer measures. In §1 we

collect the needed background material on such outer measures. Several

density theorems are needed in the proof of the uniqueness theorem. Since

we need these density theorems in a more general form than available in the

literature, we prove them explicitly in §2. The Covering Theorem established

in §3 is perhaps of independent interest.

1. Preliminaries. 1.1. A Caratheodory outer measure T(£) in a metric

space X is a real-valued function defined for all the subsets £ of X, such that

the following holds.

(i) Always 0^T(£)^ oo.

(ii) T(0) =0, where 0 is the empty set.

(iii)  If £iCF2, then T(EX) ST(E2).

(iv) If£ = U£n, thenr(£)^l:r(£n).
(v)  If £i, £2 are nonempty sets whose distance is positive, then r(£iW£2)

= r(£,)+r(£2).

1.2. A set £ is termed T-measurable (or measurable with respect to the

Caratheodory outer measure T) ii ior every choice of a pair of sets £', £"

such that £'C£, E"CX-E one has r(£'U£") =T(£') +T(E"). Every

Borel subset of X is T-measurable. For a comprehensive presentation of th?

theory of Caratheodory outer measure, the reader may consult [5].

1.3. A Caratheodory outer measure T is termed locally finite if for every

point xEX there exists a bounded open set Ox such that xEOx and T(Ox) < =0.

If r is locally finite and X is separable, then (since the family of these open

sets Ox covers X) there follows the existence of a sequence of bounded open

sets On such that

X= UO„,        T(On) < 00, n = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ .

1.4. A Caratheodory outer measure T will be termed Borel-regular if for

every set £C^" there exists a Borel set BEX such that EEB and T(E)
= T(B).

1.5. A measure p.(B) on the family of the Borel sets BEX is a non-nega-
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tive set function such that the following holds.

(i) Always 0Sfi(B)S «.

(ii) p(0)=O.
(iii) If Bn, w=l, 2, • • • , is a sequence of pair-wise disjoint Borel sets,

thenp(UP„)=£p(P„).

Given such a measure /x, we define for an arbitrary set ECX,

T(E) =gr.l.b.»(B),
B-3E

where B is a generic notation for a Borel set. It is easy to see that Y is then a

Borel-regular Caratheodory outer measure which agrees with u on Borel sets.

2. Density lemmas. 2.1. Throughout the present §2 we shall consider, in

a separable metric space X, a pair of Caratheodory outer measures A, a with

the following properties.

(i) A and a are both locally finite and Borel-regular (see 1.3, 1.4).

(ii) For every bounded set ECX there exist two positive finite constants

k(E), K(E) such that

o-[c(x, 5r)] < K(E)<r[c(x, r)] tor x C E, 0 < r < k(E).

We note that obviously 0<a[c(x, r) ] < oo for each point xCX and for

0<r<kx, where kx is a constant depending on x, as a consequence of (i) and

(ii).

2.2. Lemma. Let t be a finite positive number and E a bounded subset of X.

Let E be a bounded closed set containing E. Put

(   I A[c(x, r) r\ E]        )
(1) Gt(E) =  \x lim sup    L V   ' > t\.

\   I     r-o o-[c(x, r)\ )

Then (see 2.1 (ii))

K(E)
(2) a[G,(P)] S —p A(P).

Proof. Consider the family of those closed spheres c(x, r) for which

A[c(x, r) (~\ E]
xCE,       0 < r < k(E),       A-r—--j- > t.

o-1 c(x, r) |

Clearly these closed spheres cover Gt(E). Accordingly (see [3; 4]) there exists

a sequence c(x,-, rj), i= 1, 2, • • • , of these closed spheres such that c(x,-, rj)

f~\c(xj, rj) = 0 for i^j and

Gt(E) C U c(xi, 5rj).
i

It follows that
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4GtiE)} S £ <r[c(xi, 5r,)] < K(E) D o-[c(Xi, r{)]

K(E) ^    .
<-^-iZ A[c(*lf rt)r\E\.

t i

Now since the closed spheres c(x,-, rf) are pair-wise disjoint and A-measurable,

we have (see [5, p. 44])

2Z A[c(x,-, n) n £] = A17 U c(xi, n)\ nE~]s HE),

and (2) follows in view of (3).

2.3. Lemma. Let E be a A-measurable subset of X. Then

A[c(x, r) r\ E]
lim-— = 0 for a-a.e. x E ©£.
r-M) cr[c(x, r)\

Proof. Case 1. £ is bounded and A(£) < oo. For 0 <t < co put

(   , A[e(x, r)r\E]        )
(4) ff,(£) =  \x\ x E GE, lim sup > t\ .

\ r-Kl cr[c(x, r)J )

Keep t fixed, and assign re>0. Then (see [6]) there exists a closed set C such

that

(5) CEE,       A(£ - C) < v.

Since C is a closed subset of £, we have

c(x, r) n £ = c(x, r)C\(E- C)     for x G e£, r small.

Hence clearly

A[c(x,r)fM£-C)]
hm sup-—--tj-> t for x G ff<(F).

r->0 cr[c(x, r)J

Thus we have, in the notations of 2.2, the inclusion

Ht(E) C Gt(E - C).

Consequently, application of 2.2(2) to the set E—C (with £ taken as the

closure of £) yields (see (5) and 2.1 (ii))

r    ,  m      K(E) K(E)
o-[Ht(E)] S —— A(£ - O < —— 17.

As n>0 was arbitrary, we conclude that

ff((£) = 0 forO < / < «.,
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and the lemma follows since

(   i A[c(x, r) C\ E] )
<x\xC CP, lim sup-^--> 0^  = U Hi/n(E).
( r^O- <t[c(x, r)\ ) n

Case 2. E is any A-measurable subset of X. Since A is locally finite, there

exists (see 1.3) a sequence of bounded open sets On such that X = \JOn and

A(0„)<°o, re = l, 2, • • • . Put

En   =   E r\  On.

Clearly the set

I   , A[c(x, r) n P] )
\x\xC CP, lim sup —r-^> 0^
( r-^o a[c(x, r)\ )

is a subset of the union of the sets

,   , A[c(x,r)r\En]        )
<x\ x C CP„, lim sup-—-— > 0} ,    n = 1, 2, • • • .
I. r-o cr[c(x, r)\ )

Since all these latter sets are of a-measure zero by Case 1, the lemma follows.

2.4. Lemma. Let E be a subset of X such that

A.[c(x, r) r\ E]
(6) lim inf-=0 for x C E.

r^o <r[c(x, r)\

Thenk(E)=0.

Proof. Case 1. Assume first that there exists an open set O such that

(7) E C 0,    a(O) < oo,    O bounded.

Then E itself is bounded. Hence the constants &(P), K(E) are available (see

2.1). Assign now tj>0. In view of (6) and (7) the family of closed spheres

c(x, r) satisfying the conditions (see 2.1)

A[c(x, 5r) r\ P]
(8) xCE,      0 < r < k(E),      c(x, r) C O,      -=-——-— < v,

<t[c(x, 5r)\

cover P. Accordingly (see [3; 4]) there exists a sequence c(x,-, rj), i= 1, 2, ■ ■ •,

of these closed spheres such that c(x,-, rj)C\c(xj, rj) = 0 for i^j and

P C U c(xi, Srj).
i

It follows that

PCU [c(xi, Srj) r\ E],
i
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and hence (see (8) and 2.1)

A(£) S E A[c(xi; 5n) r\E]<r,2Z <r[c(xt, 5r,)j
i i

< vK(E) 2Z Mx,, u)] S VK(E)a(0).
i

Since a(O) < oo and t] was arbitrary, it follows that A(£) =0.

Case 2. £ is an arbitrary subset of X satisfying (6). Since <r is locally

finite, there exists a sequence of bounded open sets On such that X = \JOn,

cr(On)< oo, n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■   (see 1.3). Put

£„  =   £ n On.

Then we have a fortiori

A[c(x,r)r\E„l
lim inf---— = 0 for x G En,

r-^0 cr[c(x, r)\

and hence A(£n) =0 by Case 1. Since £ = ll£„, it follows that A(£) =0.

3. A Covering Theorem. 3.1. Throughout the present §3 we consider, in a

separable metric space X, a pair of Caratheodory outer measures A, a with

the properties stated in 2.1.

3.2. Lemma. Let B* be a Borel subset of X such that A(B*) < oo and

a(B*)>0, and let g be a family of Borel subsets of X which cover B* in the fol-

lowing manner: for every point xEB* there exists a set SXE% such that xESx

and

... .. A[c(x, r) C\SX}^  n
(1) lim sup-—-> 0.

r—o cr[c(x, r)\

Then there exists a set SEiS such that

(2) A(B* - S) < A(B*).

Proof. Since <r(F*)>0, by 2.3 (applied with E=GB*) we can select a

point xEB* such that

A[c(x, r) n GB*]
(3) hm-—- = 0.

r->o cr[c(x, r)\

For this point xEB* we have then

A[c(x, r) C\ Sx]      A[c(x, r)C\Sxn B*] A[c(x, r) Pi Sx C\ GB*)

cr[c(x, r)\ a[c(x, r)\ cr[c(x, r)]

A [c(x, r)C\Sxr\B*] A [c(x, r). H GB*]

a[c(x, r)] a[c(x, r)]
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By (1) and (3) it follows that

A[c(x,r)r\SxnB*]
lim sup-—-> 0,

r->o a[c(x, r)\

and thus A(_L/YB*)>0. Hence

A(73* - Sj) = A[B* - (S,r\B*)] = A(B*) - A(SXI^B*) < A(73*),

and thus (2) holds for S = SX.

3.3. Covering Theorem. Let Bbea Borel subset of X, and let % be a family

of Borel subsets of X which cover B in the following manner: for every point

xCB there exists a set SxCv5 such that xCSx and

A[c(x,r)r\Sm]
lim sup-—-— > 0.

r—o o-[c(x, r)\

Then there exists a sequence _",-, i= 1, 2, • • • , of sets of the family % such that

(4) <r (b - U5f] = 0.

Proof. Case 1. A(P) < <~. Let us put

(5) a = gr.l.b. a(b- U Sjj ,

where the greatest lower bound is taken with respect to all sequences {-S,-}

of sets of 5\ Clearly a < °o since A(P) < °o. Obviously, there exists a sequence

{5f} of sets of % such that

(6) a = A (b - U S?) .

We assert that

(7) a (b - U S*\ = 0.

Indeed, assume that <r(B — U,- S*) >0, and put B* = B — U, S*. Then we would

have a(P*)>0, and hence by 3.2 there should exist a set SC{^ such that

A(B* — S) <A(B*). In view of (6) this would yield, since

73* - 5 = (t3 - U sA - S = 73 - 17 U sf) W /l ,

the inequality
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a|f-[7 u sA wslj < a(f - u sn = a,

in contradiction with (5). Thus (7) holds, and the theorem is proved for the

case when A(B) < oo.

Case 2. B is an arbitrary Borel set. Since A is locally finite, there exists a

sequence 0„ of bounded open sets such that X = UOn, A(0n) < oo. Put

Bn = B C\ On, re = 1, 2, • • • .

By Case 1, for each re we have then a sequence 5?, * = 1, 2, • • ■ , of sets of g

such that

cr(Bn-   USnA = 0.

Since B = UBn, it follows that

*(b-[)     U SnA  S  cr T  U   Un ~   U S'\\ S2Z«(Bn-Usi\   =  0,

and the proof is complete.

4. Proof of the Uniqueness Theorem. 4.1. Throughout the present §4, we

consider a separable metric space X. We assume that there is given a family

!q= \h} of homeomorphisms h of X onto itself such that the following condi-

tion is satisfied: if Xi, x2 are any two points of X, then there exist finite positive

constants /, L, p and a homeomorphism hE& (where /, L, p, h depend upon

Xi, X2), such that re(xi) =x2 and

c(xi, lr) E h[c(xi, r)] C c(x2, Lr) for 0 < r < p.

4.2. A Caratheodory outer measure r in X will be termed admissible

(with respect to the family !q = {h}) if the following holds.

(i)  r is Borel-regular.

(ii) There exists a nonempty, bounded open set O such that 0 <T(0) < 00.

(iii) T(B)=T[h(B)] for every Borel subset B of X, and for every hE&.

Remark 1. Actually, (iii) implies that T(£)=r[re(£)] for an arbitrary

set EEX. Indeed, by (i) there exists a Borel set B such that EEB and

T(£)=r(F). Then h(E)Eh(B), and hence

(1) T(£) = T(F) = T[k(B)] ^ T[h(E)].

Similarly, there exists by (i) a Borel set B' such that h(E)EB' and T[h(E)]

= T(B'). Then EEh~\B'), and hence

r[re(£)] = r(F') = r[h-l(B')] ^ r(£).

Thusr(£)=r[re(£)] in view of (1).

Remark 2. If T is an admissible Caratheodory outer measure in X, then
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r is locally finite. Indeed, fix a point Xo in the open set O occurring in condi-

tion (ii) above. For each xCX there exists (see 4.1) a homeomorphism hxC&

such that h(xj) =x. Then hx(0) is an open set such that xChx(0) and Y [hx(0) ]

= Y(0). Since 0<r(O)<°o, it follows that 0<T[^(O)] < co. Hence Y is

locally finite.

Remark 3. If Y is an admissible Caratheodory outer measure in X and 0

is a nonempty open set, then Y(O)>0. Indeed, assume that Y(0) =0. Pick a

point XoCO. For each point xCX there exists then (see 4.1) an hxC$j> such

that hx(x0)=x. Then hx(0) is an open set such that xChx(0) and Y[hx(0)]

= Y(0) =0. Since X is separable, there exists a sequence hXn(0), re = 1, 2, • • • ,

of these open sets Ox such that X = \JnhXn(0). It follows that r(^Q=0, in

contradiction with the admissibility of Y.

Remark 4. Let Yi, Y2 he admissible Caratheodory outer measures in X.

Then there exist (see 4.2 (ii)) nonempty, bounded open sets Oi, 02 such that

0<r1(O1)<oo, 0<r2(O2)<oo. Choose points xiCOi, x2C02. By 4.1 there

exists an hC& such that h(xj)=x2. Then h(Oj) is an open set such that

x2Ch(Oj). On setting 0 = h(Oi)C\02, it follows that 0 is a nonempty open set.

Hence 0 <YX(0), 0<Y2(O) by Remark 3. Also, Yi(0) SYi [h(Oj) ] =r1(01) < co,

r2(0) ^r2(02) < oo. Thus it is shown that there exists a non-empty open set

0 such that 0 <Pi(0) < co and 0 <r2(0) < °o.

4.3. Uniqueness Theorem. Let A and a be admissible Caratheodory outer

measures in X, where a satisfies the following condition: for every bounded set

ECX there exist finite positive constants k(E), K(E) such that

(2) a[c(x, 5r)] < K(E)a[c(x, r)] forxCE,0 <r < k(E).

Then there exists a finite positive constant y such that A(E) =ya(E) for every set

ECX.

The proof will be made in several steps.

4.4. Lemma. Let xi be a point of a set EiCX such that

A[c(xi, r) r\ Ei]
(3) lim sup-—-> 0,

r-^o a|c(xi, r)\

and let a point x2CX be assigned. Then there exists hC& such that h(xj) =x2 and

A[c(x2,r)C\h(Ej)}
(4) hm sup-—-> 0.

r^o a[c(x2, r)\

Proof. By condition (ii) in 4.1 there exist positive finite constants /, L, p,

and an hC$? such that h(xj) =x2 and

(5) c(x2, Ir) C h[c(xu r)] C c(x2, Lr) for 0 < r < p.

By (2), applied with E = Xi, there exist finite positive constants k, K such that
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(6) a[c(xi, Sr)} < Kcr[c(xi, r)] for 0 < r < k.

Let re be the smallest positive integer such that

(7) ~ < 5".

Then by (6) we have

(8) Ac (xx, —\\so-\c (xx, 5" —J    < K"o\ c (xi, — J    for 0 < r < kL/5".

We restrict r by the inequalities

(9) 0 < r < Lp,        0 < r < lp,        0 < r < kL/5n.

Then we have, by (5) and (8)

.      A-(ft   c(xi,~ jln h(Ei)\
A[c(xj,r)r\h(Ei)] I L  V     L)\ j

A \c (xi, j) r\ EA A \c (xi, jj r\ eA     o- \c (xi, y)\

'K^t)]     'K^f)]   a[c(xi'j)]

^ A[c(xi,r)nEi]      i

*[c(Xl'j)]

and (4) follows in view of (3).

4.5.  Lemma. Let B0 be a Borel subset of X such that A(B0)>0. Then there

exists a sequence hi, i= 1, 2, • • • , of homeomorphisms in § such that

a }X - U hi(Bo) 1 = 0.

Proof. By the lemma in 2.4, the assumption A(F0) > 0 implies the existence

of a point x0GF0 such that

nn. ,• A[c(xp, r) H Fp]
(10) hm sup-—--j-> 0.

r-H) cr[c(Xo, r)J
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Consider now any point xCX. Then the lemma in 4.4 yields, in view of

(10), the existence of an hxC& such that hx(xj) =x and

A[c(x,r)r\hx(Bo)]
hm sup-—-> 0.

r->o a[c(x, r)J

Thus the family of the sets hx(Bj) covers X in the manner required in the

Covering Theorem of 3.3, and the present lemma follows.

4.6. Noting that a itself satisfies all the conditions placed upon A, we

can set A = a in the preceding lemma, obtaining the following corollary.

Lemma. Let B0 be a Borel subset of X such that a(Bj) > 0. Then there exists

a sequence of homeomorphisms hit i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , in § such that

<t\ X - U hi(Bo)~\ = 0.

4.7. Lemma. Let B be a Borel subset of X such that a(73) =0. Then A(73) =0.

Proof. Assume that A(73)>0. By the lemma in 4.5 there exists then a

sequence hiC&, *=1, 2, • • • , such that

(11) <x\x- U hi(B)\ = 0.

Now since a[/j,(73)] =a(73) =0, we have also

<r[ UAi(73)] = 0,

and hence in view of (11) it follows that <r(X) =0, in contradiction with the

admissibility of a (see 4.2). Thus the lemma is proved.

4.8. Lemma. Let B be a Borel subset of X such that A(73) = 0. Then a(B) = 0.

Proof. Assume that a(73) >0. By the lemma in 4.6 there exists then a se-

quence hiCtQ, 7=1, 2, • • • , such that

a \X - U hi(B)\ = 0.

By 4.7 it follows that

(12) aIx- U A,(73)l = 0.

Now since A [/j,(73) ] =A(73) =0, we have also

A j   U hi(B) 1 = 0.
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In view of (12) it follows that A(X) =0, in contradiction with the admissibil-

ity of A. Thus the lemma is proved.

4.9. Considered on the family of the Borel subsets of X, A is a countably

additive set function. The lemma in 4.7 means (see [5, p. 30]) that A is

absolutely continuous with respect to cr. Furthermore, since <r is locally finite

(see 4.2, Remark 2) and X is separable, X is a countable union of open sets

of finite cr-measure. Accordingly, by the Radon-Nikodyn theorem (see [5,

p. 36]) there exists in X a real-valued, Borel-measurable function/(x) such

that

A(B) =  f fdo-
J B

for every Borel set B EX. By 4.2, Remark 4, there exists a nonempty, bounded

open set 0 such that

(13) 0 < cr(O) <  oo, 0 < A(0) <  oo.

We put

A(0)
(14) y = ^^ •

<K0)

Then y is finite and positive in view of (13).

4.10. Lemma. For 0<t< oo, let

Bt = \x\f(x) < t},       B' = {x\f(x) > (}.

Then one of Bt, B' is of a-measure zero.

Proof. Assume, for example, that cr(F()>0. Noting that Bt is a Borel set

since/is Borel-measurable, by the lemma in 4.6 we infer the existence of a

sequence re,G§ such that

(T [x -  U hi(Bt) 1 = 0,

and hence a fortiori

(15) cr \GBt - U hi(Bt) C\ QbA = 0.

Now consider the set

bi = hTx[hi(Bt) C\ GBt] = BtC\ hrKQB.).

Since ht is a homeomorphism from X onto X, bi is a Borel set. We assert that

a(bi) =0. Indeed, assume that a(bt) >0. Since biEBt andf<t on Bt, it follows
that
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(16) A[h,(bj)] = A(bi) =   f fda< ta(bj).
J bi

Also, since

(17) hi(bj) = hi(Bj) H 673, C 673,,

we have f St on ht(bj), and hence

(18) A[hi(bt)] =   f        fdv^ ta[hi(bi)] = ta(bj).
J hi Ht)

From (16) and (18) we obtain the contradiction ta(bj)>ta(bj), and thus it is

shown that o(bj) =0. Hence, by (17), we have also

<r[hi(bj)} = <r[hi(Bt) C\ QBt] = 0.

In view of (15) it follows that a(e73,)=0, and the lemma is proved, since

73'Ce73(.

4.11. Lemma. f(x) =y for o-a.e. xCX (see (14)).

Proof. Deny this assertion. Then clearly there should exist a real number t

such that either

(19) y < / < co     and    <r(73') > 0,

or else

(20) 0 < t < y    and    a(73,) > 0.

Since the argument is entirely analogous in both cases, we discuss explicitly

only the situation indicated by (20). By the lemma in 4.10 we infer from (20)

that a(73') =0, and hence

f(x) S t < y for cr-a.e. x C X.

For the set O of 4.9 it follows that

HO) =  f fdo- < ya(0),
J o

in contradiction with 4.9 (14), and the lemma is proved.

4.12. The Uniqueness Theorem of 4.3 follows now directly. Indeed, the

lemma of 4.11 yields

A(73) =   j   fdo- = ya(B)
J B

for every Borel set 73 CX. Since A and a are both Borel-regular, it follows

that A(£) =ya(E) for every set ECX.

4.13. The Uniqueness Theorem stated in the introduction follows now
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readily. Indeed, let fix, p2 be two measures defined on the family of the Borel

sets in X which satisfy the conditions of that theorem. Let A and cr be the

Borel-regular extensions of ptx, fii respectively (see 1.5). Then evidently A

and a satisfy the assumptions of the Uniqueness Theorem of 4.3, and hence

there exists a finite positive constant y such that A(E) =ya(E) for EEX-

Since A and a agree with ptx and p2 respectively on Borel sets, the Uniqueness

Theorem stated in the introduction follows.

5. Space of oriented lines in Euclidean three-space. 5.1. Let ® be the

family of oriented lines g in Euclidean three-space R3. For gG® we denote

by [g] the nonoriented line in R3 determined by g and by u(g) the unit

vector from the origin parallel to g and pointing in the direction of g. We use

vector notation x to denote a point (xi, x2, X3) in R3. Let X be the family of

distance preserving transformations of R3. Then the range of definition of

each TEX can be extended to ® as follows: g=T(g) ior [g] = T([g]), u(g)

= T[u(g)] — T(0), where O is the origin in R3. Then F is a one-to-one map-

ping from @ onto ® and the inverse of F on ® is the extension of the inverse

of F on R3.

5.2. As in [l] we introduce a metric on ® so that for TEX, Tis a homeo-

morphism on ®. For gG® let cp(g) be the point on [g] closest to the origin.

Then it is easily verified that

d(gx, gf) =  I 4>(gi) - cb(gx) I   + I u(gi) - u(gx) I

is a metric for ©.

5.3. Before proceeding with the verification that each TEX is a homeo-

morphism on ® we consider the following facts given in [2] concerning the

introduction of a metric in ®. Given an ordered pair of distinct points (x, y)

in R3 let us denote by y(x, y) the unique oriented line g such that [g] contains

x and y and the orientation of g is in the direction from x to y. Clearly, every

oriented line can be represented in the form g = y(x, y) in infinitely many

ways. Given a sequence gn, re = 0, 1, 2, • • •, of oriented lines in ® we shall say

that gn converges to go, in symbols gn—»g0, if and only if there exist representa-

tions gn=y(xn,yn), re = 0, 1, 2, • • • , such that \x„ — x0|—>0 and |y„— y0|—>0.

This limit concept has the following properties, (i) If g„—>go then F(g„)—>T(g0)

for every TEX. (ii) The metric introduced in 5.2 is such that gn—>go ii and

only if d(gn, go)—*0. (iii) If d* is a metric on ® such that gn—>go if and only if

d*(gn, go)—*0, then d and d* are equivalent metrics and d* is not invariant

under TEX, i.e., d*(gx, gi) =d*[T(gx), T(gf)] does not hold for every pair of

oriented lines gx, gi and every TEX.

5.4. For gG® we note that

(1) <p(g)-u(g) = 0

where • indicates the scalar product of two vectors and

(2) <p(g) = x - [x-u(g)]u(g) for x G [g].
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For TCX, g=T(g), x=T[<p(g)], we have

(3) [x - T(0)]-u(g) =[x- T(0)]-{T[u(g)] - T(0)} = 0,

and from (2) and (3)

(4) <t>(g) = x- [T(0)-u(g)]u(g).

From (4) for gu g2CG, TCX, gi=T(gj), Xi=T[<p(gj)], 7=1, 2, we obtain

I *(ft) - <t>(gi) |   =  \x2-xi\  + 2 | 7(0) | | u(gj) - u(gj) |

=  | *(g.) - 0(gi) |   + 2 | 7(0) | | u(g2) - u(gi) |

and similarly from (4) we obtain

(6) | <t>(gj) - <t>(gi) |   =  | <Kf 2) - <Kfi) I  + 2 I 7(0) I I u(g2) - «(|0 I •

From (5) and (6) it follows that for gu g2C&, TCI and X(7) = l+2| T(0)\

(7) d[T(gj), T(g2)] S HT)d(gi, gj),

(8) d(gh gj) S \(T)d[T(gj), T(g2)}.

Thus each TC& is a homeomorphism from © onto &. We obtain easily from

(7) and (8) the following result.

Theorem. For gi, g2C® ctnd TC £ such that g2 = T(gj) we have, for r > 0 and

X = X(7),

c(g2, r/\) C T[c(gu r)] C c(g2, Xr).

6. Haar measure in ©. 6.1. We denote by U the unit sphere [x| =1 in

7?3. P will be a generic notation for a point on U. The transformation P=yp(g),

where P is the end point of the vector u(g), is a continuous transformation

from ® onto 77. For each PCU we set ®P = yp-1(P). For PCU let R2(P) be

the plane through the origin and perpendicular to the line through the origin

and P. Now <p(g) (see 5.2) is a continuous transformation from ® onto 7?3.

For PG U we have

<K®P) = R2(P).

We denote by 72 the Lebesgue planar exterior measure of a set lying in a

plane and by m the Hausdorff two-dimensional measure on 77. For a Borel

set 73 C® we set

m(73) = (l/2x) f 72[0(73H &P)]dm.
J u

In [l] it is shown that p(73) is an invariant measure in ® for bounded Borel

sets and the extension to unbounded Borel sets is immediate. As mentioned
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in the introduction, fx can be extended to an invariant Borel regular Cara-

theodory outer measure on ®.

6.2. Let go be the x3-axis oriented in the direction from the origin 0 to

the point F0 = (0, 0, 1). For rSl we have

■ ̂ 7rr2/4     for | F - Fo |   S r/2,

(1) Lifb[c(go, r) C\ ®P] ■ S rrr2 for | F - F01   S r,

= 0 f or | P - Po |   > r.

Using polar coordinates Q, $ and letting c5(r) be such that r2 = 2(l—cos cj>(r)),

from (1) we obtain

(2) p[c(go, r)] S (r2/2) f      f       sincldddc} = *r*/2,
Jo    Jo

/, 2ir    /» *(r/2)

j sin $d0d$ = 7rr4/32.
o     J 0

6.3. Theorem. For gE®, X(g) = 1+2\<j>(g)\, 0<r<l/5X(g) we have

u[c(g, Sr)] < [lO\(g)Mc(g, r)].

Proof. Let go be the x3-axis oriented in the direction from the origin 0

to the point (0, 0, 1) and let TEX be such that g=T(g0) and T(0)=cp(g).

From the theorem in 5.4 and the inequalities (2) and (3) in 6.2, on setting

X = X(g), we obtain

»[c(g,5r)] S p{T[c(g0, 5Xr)]} = p[c(g0, 5\r)] S (S\r)*r/2

< (10X)«T(r/X)V32 S (10\)*p[c(go,r/\)]

= (10X)V{F[C(g0,r/X)]} S (10X)V[c(g, r)].

6.4. The family of homeomorphisms X satisfy the conditions of 4.1, since

for gi, giE® there is a FGX such that g2= F(gi), and by the theorem in 5.4

we can take l—l/\(T) and L=\(T). If £ is any bounded set in @ then there

is a finite, positive constant K(E) such that [10 \(g)]*SK(E) for gEE and

for k(E)s= 1/K(E) by the theorem in 6.3 we have

p.[c(g, Sr)] < K(E)p[c(g, r)] for g E E, 0 < r < k(E).

Thus from the Uniqueness Theorem in 4.3 we have the following uniqueness

theorem in ®.

Theorem. If v is a Borel regular Caratheodory outer measure in ® such that

p[F(£)]=?(£) for £C®, TEX and there is a nonempty bounded open set

OC® such that 0 <v(0) < oo, then there exists a finite positive constant y such

thatv(E)=yu(E) for £C®.
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